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Cocoon is one of the showpieces of the Apache XML project. It is a powerful framework that allows developers to more efficiently set up, create, and maintain sophisticated Web-oriented applications. It has attracted widespread attention because it solves a substantial problem for Web developers. Yet Cocoon's reliance on a wide array of open source technologies and standards makes it very complex. And, unlike some other open source technologies, Cocoon's online documentation is sparse and inadequate. Cocoon Developer's Handbook is a practical, detailed guide for experienced developers who need to learn how to implement the Cocoon framework in a Web XML publishing system. The book is not a theoretical work about XSL, XSP, and XSLT standards, but rather a hands-on explanation of these technologies within the Cocoon framework, with examples and solutions to get developers up and running with Cocoon.     

       Cocoon Developer's Handbook is a thorough, detailed guide to developing XML-based Web publishing applications using Apache's powerful Cocoon framework. This book is a practical, detailed guide for experienced developers who need to learn how to implement the Cocoon framework in a Web XML publishing system. The book is not a theoretical work about XSL, XSP, and XSLT standards, but rather a hands-on explanation of these technologies within the Cocoon framework, with examples and solutions to get developers up and running with Cocoon.     


       About the Author
   

Jeremy Aston has been involved in commercial software development since graduating from college in 1988, originally developing applications using C.  He started concentrating on web application development in 1995, working with both Java and Microsoft technologies, quickly specialising in servlets when they emerged.     In 1997, Jeremy lead a team of developers on a large servlet based project to develop a Learning Management System which was subsequently redeveloped using EJB, JSP and XML technologies.  This project exposed Jeremy to many common issues faced in multi lingual, multi branded application development and into evaluating how emerging XML and XSLT technologies could be harnessed to solve them.  When Cocoon appeared and matured, Jeremy could see how like minded individuals had developed a framework that sought to solve many of the problems that had plagued development teams.  Since then Jeremy has developed several applications that exploit Cocoon to ease the development of e-learning content.  He and his team are currently working on bringing these tools together to form a comprehensive learning content publishing and management system.     
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Grid Computing : Practical Guide To Technology & Applications (Programming Series)Charles River, 2003
Grid computing takes collective advantage of the vast improvements in  microprocessor speeds, optical communications, raw storage capacity, the World  Wide Web, and the Internet that have occurred over the last five years. A set of  standards and protocols are being developed that completely dis-aggregate  current computer platforms and...
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Beginning ASP.NET 3.5 in VB 2008: From Novice to Professional, Second Edition (Beginning from Novice to Professional)Apress, 2007
Matthew MacDonald is an author, educator, and MCSD developer who has a passion for emerging technologies. He is a regular writer for developer journals such as Inside Visual Basic, ASPToday, and Hardcore Visual Studio .NET, and he's the author of several books about programming with .NET, including User Interfaces in VB .NET: Windows Forms and...
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The Complete CEO: The Executive's Guide to Consistent Peak PerformanceCapstone, 2006

	Business success comes neither easily nor quickly. What is needed is a practical guide to achieving peak performance recognising your starting point and telling you what is required to achieve your goals. The Complete CEO does exactly this by providing a comprehensive framework against which any business leader can assess their strengths and...
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SAP Workflow Interview Questions, Answers, And ExplanationsEquity Press, 2006
The Ultimate Reference & Learning Guide for Workflow Consultants SAP Workflow Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations! It' s clear that Workflow is one of the most challenging areas in SAP -- and finding answers can be difficult. SAP WF Interview Questions, Answers, and Explanations guides you through your learning process. From helping...
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Exploratory Data Analysis with MATLAB, Second Edition (Chapman & Hall/CRC Computer Science & Data Analysis)CRC Press, 2010

	Since the publication of the bestselling first edition, many advances have been made in exploratory data analysis (EDA). Covering innovative approaches for dimensionality reduction, clustering, and visualization, Exploratory Data Analysis with MATLAB®, Second Edition uses numerous examples and applications to...
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Windows 8 Plain & SimpleMicrosoft Press, 2012

	
		Knowing how to use your Windows operating system features is key to a successful computing experience. With Windows 8, even those who have used Windows for years will find that they have quite a few new features and interface changes to get used to. This book is designed to give you a simple-touse visual reference that has you using...
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